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Laura - Body Pattern and
Assembling Instructions

"T" Joint

MATERIALS LIST
Armature
24” Armature by Expressions®
or 33" of 1/4" armature links
1 "T" and 1 "Y" joint, 1/4" diameter
Armature pliers for 1/4" plastic links
6" of #9 aluminum wire
Polyester fiber-fil or paper toweling
Low Temp glue and glue gun
Finished porcelain hands, feet
head and breast plate
heavy weight thread

"Y"Joint

Cloth Body
1/2 yd. of 38" wide heavy weight muslin
Thread to match
20 gauge copper wire
Polyester fiber-fil
18" of 5/32" round elastic
16" of 1/2" twill tape
Fray Check
Craft glue such as Velverette

(fig. 1)
Armature Diagram

GENERAL INFORMATION
Cut pattern carefully on bold line being sure
to cut out all pieces. Mark darts and pattern
“dots” on wrong side of fabric unless otherwise indicated. All seam allowances are 1/4”
unless otherwise stated. If you wish to save
the original pattern, use vellum or tracing
paper for pattern pieces.
Cut out all pattern pieces. You will have:
2 body pieces
2 arms
2 leg casing pieces

Armature Construction
Separate links into 3 parts as follows: 15 links for
each arm, 11 links for torso, 12 links for each leg.
Using armature diagram as your guide, snap 15
beads together for each arm. With loop of "T" joint at
top, snap arm links to each side of "T". For torso,
snap 11 beads together on remaining joint at bottom
of "T". Insert the 6" piece of #9 aluminum into torso
for reinforcement. Snap tail of "Y" joint to end of
torso. Snap together 12 beads for each leg and attach
to remaining ends of "Y" joint.
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Cloth Body Construction
Stitch darts on both body pieces. With right sides
together, pin and stitch center front and center
back seams. Leave top open. (fig. 1) Fold casing
lengthwise. With raw edges and right sides
together, pin to leg opening and sew. Press seam
toward body. With right sides together, pin and
stitch crotch seam. (fig 2)

(fig. 1)

Fold on casing line, stitch. Fold arms and stitch
to dot. Do not attach to body at this time.
Arms and Body Construction
Insert length of 20 gauge copper wire through casings of legs and arms. With cloth body right side
out, pull over feet and legs until wire and leg casings are in place over porcelain groove in top of
legs. Twist wire until cloth leg is securely in place.
A little glue in the porcelain groove will help make
leg more secure (fig. 3).
Pull cloth body up and proceed to stuff with poly
fiberfill. Thread 18” of 5/32” round elastic through
hole at armature “T” joint. Tie once (fig. 4) finish
stuffing body, packing tightly. Finger press top of
cloth body under about 1/2” and sew shut - leaving
top of “T” with elastic exposed and beads for arm
attachment. (fig. 4)

(fig. 2)

Arms: Insert length of 20 gauge copper wire
through casing of cloth arms. Pull cloth arm over
snap bead armature and stitch to stuffed body,
turning under 1/4” (fig. 5).
At this point it is time to place the breast plate on
the body. Be sure to pull elastic for head attachment through neck hole in breast plate.
Thread snap bead arm and cloth arm through
armholes in breast plate, now you are ready to
attach porcelain arms. (fig. 6)
Insert 4 beads in each arm cavity, firmly pack
with poly-fiberfill or paper towel, keeping armature centered. Fill last 1” of arm cavity with low
temperature glue. (fig. 7)
Once glue has set up, stuff cloth arm with poly -fil,
make sure you get poly-fil up inside cloth arm in
breast plate.
After you have stuffed cloth arm, slip cloth arm
over porcelain arm until wire in casing fits into
porcelain groove. Twist to secure. Again you may
want to put glue in porcelain groove to make arm
more secure.
(fig. 3)
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Attach head to breast plate by running both
strands of elastic through center hole in breast
plate. Thread one strand of elastic through each
hole at the top of head. (fig. 8) Tie securely.
Head should be adjustable, but not loose, in
shoulder plate. Optional - Cut 4 - 4" strips of
1/2" twill tape. Thread through breast plate
holes. Position breast plate on body and pin in
place. Stitch twill tape with heavy duty thread.
Needle Sculpted “Tush”
Using heavy duty thread doubled in your needle,
take a running stitch from point A to point B
and back again. Take tinier stitches as you
approach point B. Pull thread to draw up stitches and tie off. (fig. 9)
(fig. 4)

(fig. 5)

(fig.7)
(fig. 6)

(fig. 8)

(fig. 9)
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